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Spectral holography of shaped femtosecond pulses
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Storage and subsequent recall of shaped femtosecond waveforms is achieved by performing spectral holography
within a femtosecond pulse-shaping apparatus. Readout of the spectral hologram by using a short reference
pulse yields both real and time-reversed reconstructions of the original signal. Convolution and correlation op-
erations are achieved by using shaped pulses for readout. These experiments demonstrate the possibility of
nonlinear spectral filtering and signal processing of femtosecond optical waveforms.

Phase and amplitude masking of spatially dispersed
optical frequency components have proven to be a
powerful technique for temporally shaping ultra-
short pulses.`' By means of this technique, fem-
tosecond pulse waveforms have been synthesized
according to specification for experiments including
pulse coding for spread spectrum communications,4
dark-soliton propagation in fibers,' and coherent
phonon generation by time-domain Raman scatter-
ing.6 Other related pulse-shaping techniques have
also been reported.7 9 In all these methods, pulse
shaping is accomplished by linear filtering of the in-
dividual optical frequencies that compose incident
ultrashort pulses.

Despite the power of these techniques, certain ba-
sic signal processing operations, such as time rever-
sal, correlation, and convolution of independently
varying waveforms, cannot be achieved by linear fil-
tering. Instead, these operations require nonlinear
processing. The use of degenerate four-wave mix-
ing to achieve time-reversal of amplitude- (but not
phase-) modulated pulses has been proposed,'0 but to
our knowledge it has not been demonstrated. Stor-
age and time reversal of optical pulses have been
demonstrated through spectral hole burning and
photon echoes in inhomogeneously broadened reso-
nant absorbers, usually at cryogenic tempera-
tures." Mazurenko has proposed the possibility of
storing and reconstructing ultrafast waveforms
by holographic recording of spatially dispersed fre-
quency components."2 Unlike the photon-echo
method, this technique can utilize spectrally nonse-
lective recording media. In this Letter we report
storage and processing of shaped femtosecond
pulses by means of spectral holography'2 within a
pulse-shaping apparatus.2 Our results demonstrate
time reversal, correlation, and convolution as well as
storage and subsequent readout of femtosecond opti-
cal waveforms.

Our experiments constitute a temporal analog of
standard, spatial holography,"3 in which information
on a spatially patterned signal beam is recorded as a
set of fringes that arise as a result of interference
with a spatially uniform reference beam. Subse-
quent illumination of the hologram with a uniform
test (or readout) beam reconstructs a real or conju-

gate image of the signal beam, depending on the ge-
ometry. In our time-domain studies the reference is
a short pulse with a smooth, broad spectrum. The
signal is a shaped pulse with information patterned
onto the spectrum. Spectral holograms are written
by recording the individual fringe patterns that arise
as a result of interference between matching, spa-
tially separated frequency components from the sig-
nal and reference pulses. Subsequent illumination
with a short test (or readout) pulse produces a real or
a time-reversed replica of the original signal pulse,
again depending on the geometry. Illumination
with a temporally shaped test pulse results in an
output pulse that is either the correlation or convolu-
tion of the readout and signal waveforms, again in
analogy with conventional spatial holography. -

The spectral holography setup is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. The apparatus consists of a pair
of 600-line/mm gratings placed at the outside focal
planes of a unit-magnification telescope, which
consists of two 50-mm focal-length, f/1.4 camera
lenses.' 2 A thermoplastic plate" placed midway be-
tween the lenses serves as a thin holographic
medium. Reference pulses, typically 75 fs in dura-
tion at a 0.62-Am wavelength, are generated by a
colliding-pulse mode-locked dye laser."' The signal
beam is generated by passing pulses through a sec-
ond, programmable pulse-shaping apparatus,3 which
utilizes a 128-element liquid-crystal phase modula-
tor to achieve computer control of the signal wave-
form. In front of the holographic pulse shaper,
reference and signal beams are set for parallel but
noncollinear propagation with zero relative time de-
lay. The first grating and lens spatially disperse
the individual optical frequency components (along a
direction we denote x). The spectral dispersion is
given by x1/5A = f/(d cos Od), where f, d, and Od

are the focal length, grating period, and diffracted
angle, respectively. Experimentally, Od = 600 and
5x/8A = 0.06 mm/nm. The spectrally dispersed ref-
erence and signal beams intersect on the thermo-
plastic plate and make a full crossing angle of 20° in
the y direction in order to match the spatial fre-
quency response of the thermoplastic plate. The in-
tersection region extends -0.6 mm along x (for a
typical 10-nm bandwidth) and -27 gm along y.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the apparatus for fem-
tosecond spectral holography. (a) Setup for recording
the spectral hologram. Only the front half of the pulse-
shaping apparatus is shown. The expanded view of the
spectral hologram illustrates one possible interference
pattern between spectrally dispersed signal and reference
beams. (b) Setup for reading out the spectral hologram.

Holograms were written under the control of a
Newport Corporation Model HC-300 recording sys-
tem. Exposures were of the order of 4 nJ (split
1.6:1 between the reference and the signal), corre-
sponding to a fluence of -2.4 x 10-i J/cm2 in a 4-ms
exposure time. The diffraction efficiency was typi-
cally in the vicinity of 10%.

After recording, spectral holograms were read out
by using a test beam. The form of the reconstructed
field Eout(o) can be written as follows:

E0ut(to) - Et(co)Er*(w)Es(w)exp[i(kt - kr + k.) * r]

+ Et(wo)Er(co)Es*(wo)exp[i(kt + kr - k8) r]. (1)

Here Et(Z), Er(w)), and E8(co) are the spectral ampli-
tudes of the test, reference, and signal fields, re-
spectively, and kt, kr, and k, are the propagation
vectors of these beams just before the hologram.
Relation (1) assumes that the recording is linearly
proportional to exposure and neglects effects that
are due to the finite spectral resolution of the pulse-
shaping apparatus (discussed below). For a test
pulse, which is a replica of the short reference pulse,
the first term in relation (1) represents a real recon-
structed signal pulse emerging from the hologram in
the kt - kr + k, direction, whereas the second term
signifies a time-reversed reconstruction propagat-
ing along kt + kr - k8. For convenience, we reused
either the original reference or signal beam as the
test. The beam not used as the test beam is blocked
during readout. When the reference beam serves
as the test (kg = kr), we look at the real recon-
structed beam emerging along k 8; the other dif-
fracted beam along 2k, - k, misses the second
camera lens and is lost. Similarly, when kt = k, we
examine the time-reversed diffracted beam along
kr. Note that the liquid-crystal modulator used to
control the signal waveform can be reprogrammed
before readout. Thus a test beam along k 8 can

be set to the original signal waveform, to a short
75-fs pulse, or to a new and different waveform. In
all cases, the temporal shapes of the reconstructed
beams are measured by intensity cross correlation
with femtosecond pulses directly out of the colliding-
pulse mode-locked laser.

A simple example of our results is shown in Fig. 2.
Spectral holograms were first recorded for un-
shaped signal pulses delayed (under stepper-motor
control) by various amounts with respect to the ref-
erence beam and then read out with a short test
pulse. Data are plotted for four separate holograms,
corresponding to signal pulses delayed by 0, 1, 2, and
3 ps, respectively. Figure 2(a) shows real recon-
structed pulses read out with kt = kr. The pulse
arrival times are identical to those of the original
signal pulses. Figure 2(b) shows measurements of
time-reversed pulses read out with k, = k8. The
pulse arrival times are now opposite those of the
original signal pulses. These data demonstrate
the ability to record spectral holograms and to re-
construct real and time-reversed replicas of the
original signal. Note that the intensities of the dif-
fracted pulses fall off for time delays of 2-3 ps.
This occurs because signals that occupy a temporal
window exceeding the inverse of the available spec-
tral resolution cannot be effectively recorded.' For
our current setup, the resolution is -0.1 nm, which
corresponds to a temporal window of -5-ps FWHM
and is in reasonable agreement with the data. The
spectral resolution is determined by the angular dis-
persion of the gratings and the divergence of the in-
put beam and can be improved by increasing the
angular dispersion and the input beam size.

Storage and readout of shaped pulses are illus-
trated by Fig. 3. The signal waveform was gen-
erated by programming the liquid-crystal phase
modulator for a spectral phase modulation of the
form So = -0.20(v - vo).3 Here So is the phase in ra-
dians, v is the optical frequency in terahertz, and vo
is the center frequency. The measured intensity
profile of the signal pulse is plotted in Fig. 3(a).
The cubic phase modulation leads to a complicated,
nonsymmetric pulse distortion in the time domain.
The main effects are the appearance of a long oscil-
latory tail (owing to the interference of delayed opti-
cal frequency components spaced equally above and
below the center frequency) and a slight broadening
and delay of the initial pulse. The irregularities in
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Fig. 2. Reconstructed waveforms from four separate
spectral holograms. The holograms are recordings
of short (unshaped) signal pulses delayed by 0, 1, 2,
and 3 ps, respectively, as noted on the figure. (a) Real
reconstructed pulses read out with k, = kr. (b) Time-
reversed pulses read out with k, = k8 .
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Fig. 3. Intensity cross-correlation measurements show-
ing holographic storage and recall of a signal pulse
distorted by cubic spectral phase modulation. The
curves are individually normalized for the same height.
(a) Input signal pulse. (b) Real reconstructed output
pulse (k, = kr). (c) Time-reversed output pulse (kt = k,).
(d) Autocorrelation of the signal field, obtained using a
test pulse identical to the signal pulse (with k, = k,).
The peak is actually 1.6 times stronger than that in (c).
(e) Time-reversed autoconvolution of the signal field, ob-
tained using a test pulse time-reversed with respect to the
signal pulse (with k, = k,). The peak is actually 2 times
weaker than that in (c).

the oscillatory tail are caused by deviation from an
exact cubic phase dependence. Distortion owing to
cubic phase variation is an important effect when
ultrashort pulses propagate in optical fibers at the
so-called zero-dispersion wavelength.'7

Figures 3(b) and 3(c) are plots of reconstructed
pulses obtained by using unshaped, -75-fs duration
test pulses, with k, = kr and k, = k3, respectively.
As expected, the reconstructed pulses correspond,
respectively, to real and time-reversed replicas of the
distorted signal pulse. By using shaped test pulses
(with kt = k8 ), we can also demonstrate more com-
plex signal-processing operations. The second term
in relation (1), proportional to Et(co)Er(wu)Es*(to), cor-
responds in the time domain to the correlation of
the test and signal waveforms, convolved with the
reference. Since the reference is essentially an im-
pulse, the convolution has little effect. The result
then is the field (or amplitude) correlation between
the test and the signal (not the intensity correla-
tion commonly measured by means of the second-
harmonic generation technique). Figure 3(d) shows
the reconstruction obtained for identical test and
signal pulses. In this case, Et(tu)E.5 *(wt) is essentially
unity, since E,(c) and E8 *((o) are modulated only in
phase. The output, which is the autocorrelation of
the signal field, is a short, featureless femtosecond
pulse without distortion. The intensity is increased
by 60% compared with that of the time-reversed
pulse in Fig. 3(c). This result illustrates the use of
spectral holography to generate matched filters for
ultrafast waveforms.

Finally, we demonstrate correlation of nonidenti-
cal test and signal waveforms. Figure 3(e) shows
the output that occurs when the test is set for
a spectral phase modulation equal to and oppo-
site that of the signal. In this case, the test is a
time-reversed replica of the signal; the output is the
autoconvolution of a time-reversed signal waveform.
The result is a cubic phase modulation twice as large
as that of the original signal. This effect is clearly
evident in the data: the oscillatory tail now extends
for more than 3 ps, and the main pulse is broadened
to -250 fs, compared with a 1.5-ps tail and a 150-fs
main pulse in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

In summary, we have demonstrated storage
and subsequent recall of shaped optical pulses by
means of spectral holography in a femtosecond pulse-
shaping apparatus. This technique provides a
mechanism for performing important signal-
processing operations, such as time-reversal, corre-
lation, convolution, and matched filtering, on
ultrashort-pulse waveforms.

We thank J. S. Patel and J. R. Wullert for collabo-
ration on the liquid-crystal phase modulator.
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